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Gazing upon the (disgusted) gaze: The abnormal regulation of ‘normal’
sexuality
Daniel Cardoso – ECATI-ULHT, FCSH-UNL

It is challenging to describe the transnational internet phenomenon known as “2 Girls, 1
Cup” (2G1C) in a language that would suit an academic context. To the benefit of all
those who haven’t yet seen the video clip, I have earlier summed it up as a famous
online pornographic video that starts with two women kissing and then cuts directly to
explicit and literally scatological interaction between them.

In my own research involving interviews with 11 Portuguese youngsters on their uses of
new media in contexts relating to sexuality and gender (17-20-year-olds), several
mentioned interacting with 2G1C, either by themselves or when asked about it, and
always describing group interactions. Later in the text, I will delve deeper into these
testimonies and what they can tell us about the social usages of 2G1C. I would
nevertheless like to start this essay by commenting on my own short definition of the
video through the lens of the attention that several media outlets (Declercq 2017; Klee
2017) have given to this internet meme on its tenth anniversary.

The most evident doubt that my definition raises is the use of “literal” – if cinema plays
with our perception of reality, then real and realism are separate, and thus the images
themselves cannot attest to the veracity of the material used in the filming. But, as we
see in the two news pieces cited above, this question of authenticity is central to the
concerns that (might) interest the readers and that the journalists use to create narrative
tension – were actual feces used? Likewise, authenticity has been discussed elsewhere

as having both promises and pitfalls, within the wider context of gendered and sexual
discrimination (van Doorn 2010; Webber 2013; Young 2014). This concern with
authentic – rather than realistic – experiences speaks to a seemingly strong desire to be
moved or affected by things themselves, so that our carnal resonance (Paasonen 2011b)
is not somehow ‘deceived’.

The phenomenon of 2G1C is a clear demonstration that pornography – however and
whenever we define pornography (Attwood 2002, 2011) – is not solely linked to
pleasure, masturbation or arousal, but rather to a plethora of different carnal resonances,
including disgust (Scarcelli 2015). In fact, this dimension of disgust seems to be what
draws viewers – willing or otherwise – to 2G1C, as Susanna Paasonen (2011a) explores
at length, even questioning 2G1C’s status as pornography in several contexts where it is
visualized. Declercq (2017) argues that 2G1C was “the inventor of the reaction video on
YouTube” (another memetic category of content that has to do with recording people’s
reactions to certain materials); regardless of how accurate this assertion might be, the
fact is that a search on Google Scholar with the expression “2 Girls, 1 Cup” in any
language produces a mere 83 results (does this put into question the role of 2G1C on
cyberculture, or does it say something about the normalization implied and operated by
how research is conducted, as Jones & Mowlabocus (2009) argue?), several of which
are from the area of film studies, and focus on how reaction videos operate, rather than
on how 2G1C operates as a filmic object in itself, while others focus on obscenity laws
and its complicated relationship to the internet’s porous borders.

As Paasonen clearly shows in her opening piece (this volume), social media have given
2G1C, and other such videos, a very peculiar dynamics of circulation and meaning-

making, thus opening up a field of polysemy for deploying and responding to such
content. To show them is to elicit responses – and several become possible but, in the
end, only a few are deemed normal or proper.

This framing of 2G1C as a motor for reacting is what Paasonen (2010) talks about when
she mentions how “people express disgust, hide their faces, turn away from the screen
[…]” and then “reaction videos are exchanged, new people are invited to make theirs,
affective reactions related to the original viral video become social”. I concur with
Paasonen’s analysis that Ahmed’s (2014) work of looking at emotions as cultural, as
having geographical circulation and varying intensities is fundamental but, having set
up this framework, I would like to turn my attention to the local aspects of this
circulation. So, rather than look at how the internet promotes cultures of sharing and
amplifies certain cultural products beyond the scope of their production or even of their
intended targets – here, a short video clip intended to promote a full-feature
pornographic movie produced in Brazil ends up as an international internet sensation
almost wholly disconnected from the original movie – I want to reflect on the
privatized, but still social, usages of this material, on what localized power dynamics
are made possible. The existence of the disgusting or the shocking operates, I argue, as
an affective and cognitive nexus of Othering that allows for the continued policing of
the line between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ sexuality (Rubin 2007) via (what are seen to be) prediscursive reactions.

As other research has shown (e.g.: Steven Jones 2009), much of this involves a form of
pranking – users are unwittingly invited to view 2G1C without knowing or being able to

control the situation, and will often respond by laughing which, according to Jones
(idem: 129) “can arise from being affronted or from causing offence to others”.
Yet, this dynamic was wholly transparent to my interviewees – they themselves
reported that 2G1C “is used to discover what kind of reaction people will have to it”
[Subject A 1, woman, 20 years old]. Subject A then listed all the possible reactions that
occurred to her at the time: “[…] if it’s shock, if it’s horror, if it’s disgust, if it’s
[laughs] all that at once”. Only negative reactions seem possible or expectable, creating
a horizon of expectations that, as we’ll see, has normative implications.

Some even challenged the idea that there was any kind of affront or offence: “I
remember a colleague of mine sitting me down in a chair and making me watch [2G1C],
mocking me… and I laughed out loud, it was so stupid! […] Even I did it afterwards to
other people and I didn’t mind at all […] Oh, no, no one ever got upset because of it!”
[Íris, woman, 18 years old]. Even for those who talked about being bothered (or rather,
knowing someone who was bothered), they do so by creating a very clear line between
themselves and others: “Oh, fine, some people get off on that, man, but I think it’s
disgusting. […] Obviously, there’s room for everyone. But only as long as I’m not part
of it” [Redgi, woman, 19 years old]. In this case, a self-presenting “gay woman”, Redgi,
was having difficulties in being inclusive and, at the same time, distancing herself from
those acts (along with golden showers, spitting, and others).

Joana [woman, 19 years old] talks about not having seen 2G1C, but being pressured by
others: “It was, kind of, peer pressure, right?... and I, uhm, didn’t care for it. […] But in
the case of 2G1C, I don’t think there was a single person who liked it, there’s even
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All the aliases where chosen by the interviewees themselves.

those reaction videos online […] so I just built up my own idea of what it was, and
knew it didn’t interest me”. At the same time, Joana says that people will ordinarily
look at things online that they already know they don’t like, because people need to
“know both sides of the issue” and “you can’t criticize without knowing what you’re
talking about”. This reinforces a moral obligation to see without wanting, and thus
normalizes coercive and non-consensual acts (such as the ‘prank’ of showing someone
2G1C).

What I think that is missing in looking at this laughter and offence-causing is a deeper
look into the power dynamics involved at the microphysical level, to borrow from
Michel Foucault (2013). Either laughter or disgust express the same thing: the
distancing that Paasonen mentions, but not only from the material being viewed, and
rather from the whole category of sexuality for which it stands – the Other, the
abnormal, the ‘extreme’, the non-genital, the ‘pathological’. This social setting
mobilizes 2G1C to produce a normal sexuality by evoking a distancing from the
abnormal sexuality. Foucault talks about how technologies of the self are ways for the
individual to make themselves into a proper subject (Foucault 2000a), which requires a
continual self-revisal and the enacting of operations over the self, of self-testing and
self-proving, in a moral process which produces that proper subject in continuity
(Foucault 1994b). Part of this comes from models that are enforced by society and
specific social groups (Foucault 2000b, 291). The governmentality of the self and of
others involves a series of “practices that constitute, define, organize and
instrumentalize strategies” (2000b, 300) in social settings. Making others look at 2G1C
is, I argue, one such strategy – it enacts a power dynamics between the person who is
showing the video and the person to whom it is being shown, and places the latter under

the moral obligation to react in a proper way to attest the ‘correct’ construction of their
own sexuality as immanent and immediate (Foucault 1994a).

A good way to demonstrate this point is to mention, again, an interviewee of mine, who
gave an example about a ‘wrong’ deployment of disgust. Subject A told me that she, and
male friends of hers, showed a female friend images of “an outie labia” 2. That friend
reportedly replied “That is so gross, so weird, that’s poking out, it shouldn’t be like
that”, and Subject A immediately compared that reaction to when that friend was shown
2G1C – “I think she was more shocked looking at an outie labia than when she saw
2G1C! And I was like… ‘seriously?!’”. My interviewee’s obvious negative judgment of
her friend’s reaction shows that disgust has its right and wrong places, that there is a
hierarchy of connections between certain materials and certain emotional responses, and
that this hierarchy appeals to an absolute referential, where 2G1C must elicit more
disgust than the image of “outie labia”, to reassure that the person responding to it has
the appropriate response.

Seen in this way, the laughter or the turning away evoked by the 2G1C video seen in a
social setting is not only the affective reaction to the disgust or offence (when
applicable), but also the diffusion of the tension that comes from this sort of litmus test
that simultaneously produces and pronounces a ‘proper’ sexual subject.

The materiality and chronicity of power relationships – and of technologically mediated
moral operations – do not lend themselves to blanket statements about what 2G1C ‘is’
or ‘does’, though. Several traits of what is presented here are also found in research on
“Outie” is slang for when the labia minora are bigger than the labia majora in the vulva, and thus can
be seen without parting the labia majora. The interviewee used this expression originally in English.
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other ‘extreme’ videos, demonstrating how they, and the reactions to them, form a
cultural nexus of expectations, ‘proper’ responses, symbolic power and cultural capital
(Kennedy and Smith 2013). In fact, part of the inspiration for this essay came from a
conversation between Susanna Paasonen and myself on her Facebook profile, where she
reported that none of her then-current students had heard about 2G1C, to which I
responded by saying that almost all of my interviewees had. Viral videos, as other
memes, ebb and flow in ways that are complicated to trace – is this Finnish youths
versus Portuguese youths?; Northern Europe versus Southern Europe?; a freak datapoint
based on a non-representative sample? Whatever the case might be, I am not suggesting
that lack of knowledge about 2G1C is equivalent to more sexual liberty or less social
modes of microphysically managing the ‘proper’ sexual self.

What I am noting here is that changing social mores might make the objects used for
this Othering and disciplining change, and that sexual cultures less invested in
controlling or disciplining the sexual at the microphysical level might make less use of
these strategies, or might replace them with other modes of technologizing the subject.
Notwithstanding the valid critiques to the idea of pornographication (Smith 2010), it is
relevant to look into how and by which power relationships the processes of Othering
are contested and continued, through the use of the ‘extreme’ and its affective intensity,
in a world where access to different materials is not continuous, contiguous or
homogenous, and where the same content is not received the same way in different
cultural contexts.
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